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Sir,  
 

I. SUMMARY 

1. I am pleased to be able to inform you that the European Commission has assessed the sub-
measure regarding the purchase of terminal equipment by socially vulnerable persons 
(hereafter: "the sub-measure") notified as a part of the measure "Support of transition to 
digital broadcasting in the Slovak Republic" (hereafter: "the measure") and decided not to 
raise objections as the State aid contained in the sub-measure is compatible with Article 
107(2)(a) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (hereafter: "TFEU")1.

                                                 
1  With effect from 1 December 2009 Articles 87 and 88 of the EC Treaty have become Articles 107 and 108, 

respectively, of the TFEU. The two sets of provisions are, in substance, identical. For the purposes of this 
Decision, references to Articles 107 and 108 of the TFEU should be understood as references to Articles 87 and 
88, respectively, of the EC Treaty where appropriate. 
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II.    PROCEDURE 
 
2. Following pre-notification discussions, by letter registered on 1 December 2009, the Slovak 

authorities notified the above mentioned measure to the Commission. On 21 January 2010 the 
Commission sent a request for information to the Slovak authorities. The Slovak authorities 
replied on 1 March 2010. The Commission requested from the Slovak authorities further 
clarification by correspondences sent on 26 March 2010, 15 April 2010 and 12 May 2010, for 
which they submitted respective answers on 9 April 2010, 20 April 2010 and 25May 2010. 
The Commission decided to split the notified case into two parts. This decision concerns only 
the sub-measure regarding the aid for the purchase of decoders. 

 
III. CONTEXT 
 
3. The notified measure will apply in the context of the transition from analogue to digital 

television. 
 
4. The main TV broadcasters in Slovakia are three private broadcasters CME (TV Markíza – 

rating: 60,8 %), MAC TV s.r.o. (TV JOJ – rating: 36,3 %, TV JOJ Plus – rating: 2,7 %,), and 
C.E.N. s.r.o. (TA3 – rating: 4,8%)2 as well as the public broadcaster Slovak TV3 (with three 
channels: Jednotka – rating: 24,3 %, Dvojka – rating: 3,6 % and Trojka – rating: 1,5 %).4 
Broadcasters pay network operators for the transmission of the broadcasting signal. 
Currently there is no broadcaster in Slovakia that would at the same time act as network 
operator providing signal transmission services for a third party. 

 

                                                 
2  The financing conditions of private broadcasters are not legally defined as their resources are private. They can 

apply for support from the public funds designated for support of audiovisual production such as the 
Audiovisual Fund. 

3 The financing conditions of the public broadcaster Slovak TV are defined by Act No. 16/2004 Coll. on Slovak 
television. According to Article 21 of this Act, the income of Slovak TV includes 

a) fee for the public service in the field of television broadcasting, 
b) subsidy from the state budget in accordance with the Act on State Budget on the ongoing calendar year 

provided on the basis of the contract with the State and designated exclusively on realization of programs in 
public interest or on realization of specific investment projects,   

c) incomes from broadcasting of advertising and teleshopping,  
d) further incomes (sponsorship, incomes from renting and sale of property of Slovak TV, interests-rates from 

bank deposits, gifts, incomes from heritage, grants from private resources ). 
The fee for the public service is regulated by Act No. 68/2008 Coll. on fee for the public service provided by the 
Slovak Television and Slovak Radio. In accordance with Article 2 of the Act the fee is designated to securing the 
public service in the area of TV and radio broadcasting. The duty to pay has any natural person that is connected to 
the electric supply network and any employer that employs more than two employees. Free of this obligation are the 
people with severe health disabilities and certain legal entities (for example schools, embassies, hospitals). Half the 
fee applies to the retired people and person in social need. There is one unique fee for both Slovak TV and Slovak 
Radio. Fee is collected by the company funded by Slovak TV and Slovak Radio (www.rtvs.sk) and the collected fee 
is split in 70 % for Slovak TV and 30 % for Slovak Radio. Basic monthly fee is 4,64 EUR. 
 
4 http://www.strategie.sk/sk/reklama/data/media/sledovanost_televizii 
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5. As regards the state of play of the transition to digital TV broadcasting in Slovakia, the first 
multiplex is in operation as from 22 December 2009 and its signal should be received in 
digital quality free of charge by more than 89 % of Slovak population by 31 March 2010. 
The second multiplex and the public multiplex should be in operation as from 30 June 2010. 

 
6. The Slovak authorities referred to: 
 

(a) an analysis of the Telecommunications Authority of the Slovak Republic, the 
National Regulatory Authority (hereafter: the NRA") of 17 May 2006. According to 
this analysis Slovak Telekom: 

o was a monopoly on the wholesale market of transmission of TV broadcasting to 
the end users with a share of more than 99% in 2002-2004 

o had a substantial advantage against its competitors (with regard to its network of 
masts, transmitters and other technical equipment, duration of its operation, 
negotiation position, access to finance, diversification of services, economy of 
scale, etc.)  

o had been bound to comply with certain obligations (transparency, non-
discrimination, separate bookkeeping, etc.) 

o had a significant market power on the relevant market, had not faced efficient 
competition and could act independently from its competitors and users 

(b) a three-criteria-test5 of the NRA of 15 February 2010 according to which: 

o TV broadcasting was transmitted by Slovak Telekom until 2007. Its operational 
part responsible for that transmission was transformed, in that year, to a separate 
company TBDS, a. s. ("TBDS"). In February 2008, all rights and obligations of 
TBDS were transferred to the company TRI R, a.s. ("TRI R"). In May 2008, the 
name of TRI R was amended to Towercom, a.s. ("Towercom").  

o The shares of use of different technological platforms in Slovakia are:  

37 % of end users watch broadcasting programmes via the terrestrial platform.6 
Towercom is the only operator of terrestrial broadcasting network regarding both 

                                                 
5 Article 2 of Commission Recommendation of 17 December 2007 on relevant product and service markets within 
the electronic communications sector susceptible to ex ante regulation in accordance with Directive 2002/21/EC of 
the European Parliament and of the Council on a common regulatory framework for electronic communications 
networks and services of 17 December 2007 (2007/879/EC) reads as follows: 
"When identifying markets other than those set out in the Annex, national regulatory authorities should ensure that 
the following three criteria are cumulatively met: 
(a) the presence of high and non-transitory barriers to entry. These may be of a structural, legal or regulatory nature; 
(b) a market structure which does not tend towards effective competition within the relevant time horizon. The 
application of this criterion involves examining the state of competition behind the barriers to entry; 
(c) the insufficiency of competition law alone to adequately address the market failure(s) concerned." 
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analogue and digital TV broadcasting. Broadcasters pay Towercom for the 
transmission service.  

34% of end users watch broadcasting programmes via the cable platform.7 152 
mainly local cable operators are present in Slovakia. 

24% of end users watch broadcasting programmes via the satellite platform. 5 
network operators are present: UPC Broadband Slovakia, s.r.o. (UPC Direct); 
DIGI SLOVAKIA, s.r.o. (Digi TV); Media Vision, s.r.o. (CS Link); Towercom 
(Skylink) and Slovak Telekom (Magio Sat).The satellite coverage of the Slovak 
territory reaches 100 %. 

5% of end users watch broadcasting programmes via the Internet Protocol TV 
platform. Apart from a number of local operators, 3 large network operators are on 
the Slovak market: Orange Slovensko, a.s. (Orange Fiber TV), Slovak Telekom 
(Magio TV) and UPC Broadband Slovakia, s.r.o. (UPC Digital).  

o Only the terrestrial platform provides the access to TV broadcasting free of 
charge. The cable, satellite and Internet Protocol TVs being paid services, they do 
not substitute the free on air terrestrial broadcasting.  

(c) complete lists of holders of broadcasting licences and network operators. 

7. The Slovak authorities have conducted consultations on the preparation of the transition to 
digital broadcasting at two levels. Firstly, a public consultation regarding the draft documents 
on the transition was organized. These draft documents contained among others information 
on the simulcast period and the financing of the related costs and they were accessible to the 
members of the public including satellite and cable network operators. Secondly, a working 
group for digital broadcasting was set up in 2001. The working group consisted of 
representatives of the Slovak telecoms ministry, of the Slovak telecoms regulator and of 
Slovak broadcasters and operators, including satellite and cable network operators. 

 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURE 

8. Objective: The measure is set up to support the introduction of digital television transmission 
technologies and applications for broadcasting in Slovakia. According to the Slovak 
authorities, the measure is in line with the Action Plan eEurope 20058, the conclusions of the 
Council of Ministers for Transport, Telecommunication and Energy of 20 November 20039 as 

                                                                                                                                                              
6 The percentage of 37 % does not include end users which watch broadcasting programmes primarily via satellite, 

cable or Internet Protocol TV and which in parallel use the terrestrial platform on a complementary basis for a 
second, third, etc. TV set in their household. The terrestrial covers over 95 % of the Slovak territory. 

7 Overall coverage of (copper) cable is approximately 34 % of the households (mainly in the capital and other larger 
cities). 

8 COM(2002) 263 final, eEurope 2005: An information society for all.  
9 See document 14469/03 TELECOM 141 Audio 22, 2543rd meeting 
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well as the two Communications of the Commission relating to the digital switchover 
(herafter: "the Switchover Communications")10. 

9. Background: Compared with analogue TV, digital television provides many advantages: 
digital transmission of television provides for better use of the scarce frequency spectrum, 
allowing for more TV channels. The availability of more channels is also seen in many 
countries as a way of enhancing media pluralism. In addition, digital TV provides for better 
picture and sound quality and enables additional interactive services. According to the Slovak 
authorities, the intervention of the public sector in the transition from analogue to digital 
broadcasting is desirable in view of the economic, technical and social impacts of that 
transition on the population in the territory of Slovakia, the business sector and the 
development of information society as a whole. The Slovak government explained that the 
measure is based on the principle of equal treatment of different geographic areas of the 
Slovak Republic. 

10. Description of the measure: The sub-measure corresponds to the second funding category in 
the "State Aid Scheme for the support of transition to digital broadcasting in the Slovak 
Republic" (hereafter: “the scheme”): 

 
 

Sub-measure II. Purchase of terminal equipment by socially vulnerable persons 
 

For the purpose of making digital television broadcasting affordable also to socially 
vulnerable groups of population, support to households, in the form of a voucher scheme, 
will be implemented. Any physical person who will fulfill certain pre-determined social 
exclusion criteria11 will become entitled to a voucher issued by the Slovak authorities with 
a maximum value of EUR 20. The eligible person can use such voucher for purchase of 
the terminal equipment fulfilling the technological parameters for broadcast reception in 
the territory of Slovakia. The use of the voucher as well as the period, during which the 
respective physical person can apply for the voucher, will be limited. 
 

11. Legal basis: The sub-measure is based on: 
- Act No 523/2004 Coll. on budgetary rules for public administration and the amendment 
of certain acts, as amended; 
- Act No 231/1999 Coll. on state aid, as amended; 
- Order of MTPT SR on granting subsidies for the transition to digital broadcasting in the 
Slovak Republic. 

                                                 
10 COM(2003) 541 final, Communication on the transition from analogue to digital broadcasting (from digital 

‘switchover’ to analogue ‘switch-off’) and COM(2005)204 final, Communication from the Commission on 
accelerating the transition from analogue to digital broadcasting. 

 
11 The physical person has to fulfil the following conditions: 

1. To be a handicapped person, or 
2. To be to a payer of the fee for public services of public broadcasters and also a recipient of the 

minimum subsistence allowance or beneficiary of pension with determined maximum pension limit 
(according to Resolution of the Government of the Slovak Republic No 265/2009: EUR 185.89)  
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12. Budget and funding instrument: The aid is granted in the form of a direct grant. The budget is 
EUR 10,625,700 for the coverage of vouchers with value of EUR 20 for 531 285 eligible 
persons.  

13. Aid intensity: The aid will represent a share on the purchase price of the equipment in the 
amount of EUR 20 per unit of sold equipment for the purchase of which the voucher will be 
used. 
  

14. Duration: The validity of the scheme ends on 1 July 2013. The application for reimbursement 
of eligible costs must be submitted by 31 January 2013, at the latest. 

 
15. Beneficiaries:  

Direct beneficiaries will be end users (disadvantaged physical persons). Indirect beneficiaries 
will be broadcasters and platform operators (terrestrial, satellite, cable, etc.) operating the 
digital platform, as well as sellers and manufacturers of terminal equipment. 

16. Funding criteria: Funds will be allocated following the scheme via an open call for proposals. 
This call will ask for the submission of projects in the specific funding categories addressed 
by the measure. Each applicant which fulfils the conditions of the scheme will be granted the 
aid under the principle of equal treatment. 

17. Eligible costs: Grant recipients may only claim the directly attributable, actually incurred 
costs for the projects, as outlined in the scheme. Eligible costs will be costs of purchase of the 
technologically neutral equipment up to the amount of the voucher (max. EUR 20) for end 
users.   

18. The Commission wishes to highlight that the present decision only concerns the sub-measure. 
This decision does concern neither sub-measure I "Parallel operation" nor other specific 
measures related to the introduction of digital terrestrial television in Slovakia. In the context 
of the transition to digital television broadcasting, the Slovak Republic confirmed that it 
would not grant any other State aid, except the one that is included in the notification under 
present assessment (N 671/2009).  

 
V. SUMMARY OF RELEVANT DECISIONAL PRACTICE  
 

19. It is worth noting that the Commission has already addressed the issue of subsidizing the 
digital switchover in a number of cases. Indeed, the Commission confirmed that the 
digitisation of broadcasting is an objective of common interest.12 It is generally recognised 
that the switchover may be hindered by certain market failures. Moreover, there is a risk that 
not all parts of the population can benefit from the advantages of digital television in view of 
their disadvantaged social situation (social cohesion problem).  

                                                 
12 C 25/04 Introduction of digital terrestrial television (DVB-T) in Berlin-Brandenburg – Germany, 9 November 

2005 (OJ L 200, 22.7.2006, p. 14), paragraph 134. This decision was fully upheld by the General Court (then 
Court of First Instance) in its judgment of 6 October 2009, T-8/06 FAB Fernsehen aus Berlin GmbH v 
Commission, nyr. 
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20. In 2005, the Commission approved a digitisation fund in Austria which included among 
others subsidies to individuals for the purchase of set-top boxes for any platform to prevent 
the exclusion of low-income households from access to TV reception and to reach a critical 
mass of users.13 

21. While addressing aid of social character pursuant to Article 87(2)(a) EC Treaty14, the 
Commission argued that the term "social character" should be interpreted narrowly, that 
"therefore, according to Commission practice, this term refers to aid addressing the needs of 
underprivileged population groups" and that "… the exceptions to the general rule of 
incompatibility of the aid with the common market must be interpreted narrowly. The same 
holds for the notion of aid of a social character, which must be interpreted as aid solely and 
directly for the disadvantaged sections of the population."15 

22. Finally, in several cases the Commission approved the aid for purchase of terminal equipment 
referring to other than social grounds (based on Article 87(3)(c) EC Treaty16).17  

VI. ASSESSMENT OF THE AID MEASURE: PRESENCE OF AID 
 
23. There is State aid within the meaning of Article 107(1) TFEU when: 

• there is an intervention by the State or through State resources;  

• it confers an advantage on the recipient and is selective; 

• it distorts or threatens to distort competition; 

• the intervention is liable to affect trade between Member States;  

State resources  

24. The Commission notes that the notified aid scheme is funded directly from the budget of the 
Slovak Republic. Hence, these monies can be considered as State resources.  

Economic advantage and selectivity 

25. Albeit the direct beneficiaries of the sub-measure are end users, sellers and producers of 
terminal equipment as well as network operators and broadcasters can profit indirectly. The 
notified scheme is selective since it is partially targeted towards undertakings active in the 
sectors related to the digitisation of television. The measure grants an advantage to a specific 
sector and is thus to be considered as a specific measure.  

                                                 
13 N 622/03 Digitalisierungsfonds – Austria, 16 March 2005 (OJ C 228, 17.9.2005, p. 12) which was referred to in C 

25/04 Introduction of digital terrestrial television (DVB-T) in Berlin-Brandenburg – Germany, 9 November 
2005 (OJ L 200, 22.7.2006, p. 14), paragraph 132. 

14 Currently Article 107(2)(a) TFEU. 
15 C 52/05 Subsidy to digital decoders – Italy, 24 January 2007 (OJ L 147, 8.6.2007, p. 1), paragraphs 125 and 127. 

This Decision was also recently upheld by the General Court in its Judgment of 15 June 2010, T-177/07 
Mediaset v Commission, nyr. 

16 Currently Article 107(3)(c) TFEU. 
17 For instance N270/06 Subsidies to digital decoders with API  – Italy, 24 January 2007 (OJ C 80, 13.4.2007, p. 3), 

N103/07 Support for the acquisition of digital decoders and for the adaptation of antennas in Soria – Spain, 25 
September 2007 (OJ C  262, 1.11.2007, p. 1). 
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Distortion of competition 

26. When State aid strengthens the position of an undertaking compared with other competing 
undertakings, the latter must be regarded as affected by that aid.18 The indirect beneficiaries 
of the sub-measure may be network operators, broadcasters as well as terminal equipment 
sellers and manufacturers because they all will benefit from the purchase of the terminal 
equipment by end users, whatever the technology platform they belong to (principle of 
technological neutrality of digital reception). Competition between undertakings which will 
benefit from the scheme and the ones which will not will thus be distorted. Therefore, the 
State aid will have the effect of distorting competition.19 

 
Effect on trade 

27. Finally, it can be concluded that there is an affectation of trade. Producers of terminal devices 
are competing on an international level with other equipment manufacturers. According to the 
case–law of the Court, an aid to an undertaking is deemed to affect trade between Member 
States where that undertaking operates in a market open to intra-EU trade.20 This is clearly the 
case in the telecom sector. 

Conclusion 

28. In view of the above, the Commission considers that the project grants a selective economic 
advantage to the selected beneficiaries of the sub-measure as well as to some potential 
indirect beneficiaries, as outlined above. The scheme is publicly funded, distorts competition 
and has an effect on trade between Member States. Therefore the Commission regards the 
notified measure as constituting State aid within the meaning of Article 107(1) of the TFEU. 
Having established that the project involves aid to the beneficiaries within the meaning of 
Article 107(1) of the TFEU, it is necessary to consider whether the measure can be found to 
be compatible with the internal market. 

VII. ASSESSMENT OF THE MEASURE: COMPATIBILITY ASSESSMENT 

 
29. The sub-measure provides for the possibility of purchase of terminal equipment by socially 

vulnerable persons. Article 107(2)(a) of the TFEU states that: “aid having a social character, 
granted to individual consumers, provided that such aid is granted without discrimination 
related to the origin of the products concerned” shall be compatible with the internal market.  

                                                 
18 Judgment of the Court of Justice of 17 September 1980, 730/79 Philip Morris Holland BV v Commission of the 

European Communities, ECR 1980, p. 2671. 
19 In the C 52/2005 Subsidy to digital decoders decision, concerning subsidies to users for the purchase of digital 

terrestrial and cable decoders in Italy, the Commission found that the exclusion of satellite decoders from the 
subsidy entailed discrimination in breach of the principle of technological neutrality and resulted into an indirect 
benefit for DTT and cable broadcasters which had the opportunity to obtain additional subscribers. Such an effect 
prevented the contested measure from being declared compatible with the internal market. In a recently released 
judgment of 15 June 2010, T- 177/07 Mediaset v Commission, the General Court upheld the Commission's 
conclusions. 

20 See in particular Judgment of the Court of Justice of 13 July 1988, 102/87 French Republic v Commission of the 
European Communities, ECR 1988, p. 4067. 
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30. Thus, in order for this specific sub-measure to be compatible it needs to meet three 
conditions.21 First, the measure has to be granted to individual consumers. This condition is 
fulfilled since it is clear from the scheme that sub-measure II is targeted at individual 
consumers. Secondly, the measure needs to be of a social character. As explained in 
paragraph 10, this measure is actually aimed at socially vulnerable citizens (handicapped 
persons, citizens with low income, disability or old-age pension) to enable them having 
access to digital television with new decoders or television sets once analogue TV is being 
phased out. Without such an upgrade, these citizens would no longer be able to receive 
television signals with their existing TV sets and, consequently, be excluded from this 
information source. Finally, the measure must not discriminate regarding the origin of the 
products or the origin of the services concerned.22 Based on the information provided, the 
measure does not discriminate between the origins of the set-top-boxes eligible for the 
subsidy.  

Conclusion 
31. Therefore, the conditions as laid down in Article 107(2) of the TFEU are met for the sub-

measure. Hence, this specific sub-measure is compatible with the internal market under 
Article 107(2)(a) of the TFEU.  

VIII. DECISION 
On the basis of the foregoing assessment, the Commission has accordingly decided that the aid 
involved in the sub-measure is compatible with Article 107(2)(a) of the TFEU. 
 
The Commission reminds the Slovak authorities to submit copies of the foreseen annual reports 
on the implementation of the sub-measure. The reports shall provide enough details for the 
Commission to monitor whether the sub-measure distorts competition to an extent contrary to the 
common interest. 
 

                                                 
21 The current case should be distinguished particularly from two previous cases concerning the aid for digital 

decoders. As regards decision C 52/05 Subsidy to digital decoders (see footnote 15), the measure not having a 
social character, was found incompatible with the internal market because Italy has not proved that the aid is 
designed only for the population groups that need it, nor that the entire population needs such aid (see 
paragraphs 124 to 128 of the latter decision). Contrary, the beneficiaries benefiting from the present aid under 
assessment are the disadvantaged parts of the Slovak population (see footnote 11). Furthermore, under decision 
N 103/2007 Ayuda para la adquisición de decodificadores digitales y la adaptación de las antenas en Soria - 
Spain, 25 September 2007 (OJ C 262, 1.11.2007, p. 1), Soria fully replaced analogue broadcasting with DTT, 
but this was done without a simulcast period. In order to ensure the success of the project and to avoid 
households being deprived of the reception of free terrestrial television broadcasting because of the absence of a 
simulcast period, the Spanish authorities have decided to subsidize the acquisition of digital decoders and the 
costs for the necessary adaptation of existing collective terrestrial (analogue) antennas. Without the subsidy and 
given the absence of a simulcast period, viewers would have been deprived of a free to air terrestrial TV 
reception. After assessing the fulfillment of a number of conditions (e.g. technological neutrality), the measure 
was found compatible with the internal market. 

22 N 546/2006 Fonds d'aide à des particuliers sous conditions de ressources dans la perspective de la fin de la 
radiodiffusion analogique - France, 6 December 2006 (OJ C 23, 1.2.2007, p. 4), paragraphs 25-30. A contrario, 
N 111/2006, Aides à la TNT dans les régions sans simulcast – France, 12 October 2006 (OJ C 293, 2.12.2006, p. 
7), paragraph 26. 
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The Commission further reminds the Slovak authorities that all plans to modify this sub-measure 
have to be notified to the Commission. 

If this letter contains confidential information which should not be disclosed to third parties, 
please inform the Commission within fifteen working days of the date of receipt.  If the 
Commission does not receive a reasoned request by that deadline, you will be deemed to agree to 
the disclosure to third parties and to the publication of the full text of the letter in the authentic 
language on the internet site: 
http://ec.europa.eu/community_law/state_aids/state_aids_texts_en.htm. 

Your request should be sent by encrypted e-mail to stateaidgreffe@ec.europa.eu or, alternatively, 
by registered letter or fax to: 

European Commission 
Directorate-General for Competition 
State Aid Greffe 
Rue Joseph II 70B-1049 Brussels 
Fax No: +32 2 2961242      For the Commission 

Joaquín ALMUNIA 

      Vice-President of the Commission 


